ABSTRACT. In this paper we give a further result which states sufficient conditions for the theory of convergence of minimizing sequences to be applicable, develop the theory further, and give an application.
In this paper we give a further result which states sufficient conditions for the theory of [4] to be applicable, develop the theory further, and give an application.
SOME DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS
The closed convex hull of a set S in X is denoted by cl-conv(S). We say S is dentable at x e S whenever: given any e > 0, x cl-conv (SB (x)), where B (x) is the open e-ball centered on x. In this case x is called a denting point of S [5] (strongly extremal point of S, [2; p. 97]). See [9] for the origin of the term "dentable".
A function f on a convex set C is said to be dentable [4] at x 0 e C iff (x 0, f(x0)) is a denting point of epi(f) {(x,) X R --> f(x)}. It was shown in [4] that if f is a 1.s.c. (lower semi-continuous) quasi-convex functional on a weakly compact convex set C and has a unique minimum x 0 C, then every minimizing sequence of f converges in norm to x 0 iff f is dentable at x 0.
We say that f is quasi-convex on C iff the level sets L {x e C:
f(x) =< are convex. This is equivalent to the following: for any x, y e C, f(%x + (i -%)y) <= max {f(x), f(y)}, 0 =< % < i. f(x0) ))Ccl-conv(Br(Pr)Be(x0, f(x0))) for any e > 0.
ii) For any e > 0, f is bounded away from f(x 0) on CBe(x0). Thus f(x 0) is seprated by a closed hyperplane from epi(f)(Be(x0, f(x0)
The conditions of Theorem 2 part i) are srong, and as the next example shows, may not be satisfied even in a finite dimensional space. [7] ) We now borrow a proposition from [7] . See , COROLLARY 2. T is dentable at its unique minimum (a, b), and any mini-, mizing sequence (an, bn) converges to (a, b
